**IPAD ACCESSORIES**

**THE APPSTRAP FOR IPAD**
Converts the iPad or iPad2 into a pilot kneeboard. iPad™ instantly detachable from leg strap via Velcro™ Joint. Great for flight crews who must share or stow device. Change between portrait & landscape effortlessly. Made of high-quality Aluminum & professional grade webbing.

iPad 1 .................................. P/N 11-10398 ................. $47.95
iPad 2 .................................. P/N 11-10399 ................. $44.75

**APPSTRAP IPAD GEL CASE 2/3**
The original AppStrap now with a Gel case. TPU Gel Case. Fits the iPad 2 & iPad3. Instantly share, stow or reposition.

P/N 13-12952 .................................. $44.95

**APPSTRAP FOR IPAD AIR**
Approximately .75 inches thick. It works with the Otterbox Defender series, Griffin Survivor Series, and Gumdrop Drop Tech Series. Product includes black, form-fitting protective gel case, adjustable leg strap and buckle, and 2 Tilt Pads for glare reduction and stability.

P/N 13-15458 .................................. $45.75

**THE APPSTRAP 5**
Fits most tablets (8” - 10”) when used with large protective case (Not Included). Cases: Otterbox Defender, Gumdrop Droptech, Griffin Survivor.

P/N 13-14753 .................................. $47.85

---

**G-FORCE MOUNT FOR APPLE IPAD**
The G-Force GF260 iPad Mount is everything you need to re-take control of your cockpit and restore confidence to your passengers. Your passengers? You bet! What are they thinking while you’re fiddling with that thing in your lap. The G-Force GF260 iPad Mount comes complete with a custom-designed cradle, tailored to your iPad-1 or iPad-2, secured to the remarkable G-Force GF2 TWIN base.

P/N 11-10741 .................................. $64.75

**IPAD DOUBLE SUCPTION CUP MOUNT**
The Fat Gecko iPad Mount uses industrial grade vacuum suction to secure your iPad to any smooth surface in or around your cockpit. View flight plans, maps, weather and more. Non damaging and 100% removable. Mounts to glass, plastics, metal and other smooth surfaces. Adjustable ball head rotation and extension. Hands free viewing & operation. Holds securely, even in turbulence.

iPad 1 Dual Mount (2 suction cups) .................................. P/N 11-10018 ................. $77.75
iPad 2 Dual Mount (2 suction cups) .................................. P/N 11-10020 ................. $99.75
iPad 1 Mini Mount (1 suction cup) .................................. P/N 11-10017 ................. $53.75
iPad 2 Mini Mount (1 suction cup) .................................. P/N 11-10021 ................. $55.75

---

**HAND-E-HOLDER™**
The Hand-e-holder™ allows you to hold and view your iPad®/tablet device comfortably in your hand, while providing a 360 degree rotation. The Hand-e-holder™ is the key component to using all the other accessories. The Hand-e-holder™ comes with the portable Mini Stand. The Mini Stand is clear acrylic and utilizes the Hand-e-holder™ strap and hand plate to give you 6 viewing positions. The Mini Stand still allows for the Hand-e-holder™ to rotate 360 degrees.

Hand-E-Holder .................................. P/N 13-11533 ................. $37.50

Hand-E-Holder Rectangle Stand .................................. P/N 13-11551 ................. $45.99
Hand-E-Holder Leg Strap Kit .................................. P/N 13-11548 ................. $49.75
Hand-E-Holder Adapter Plate .................................. P/N 13-11549 ................. $19.99

---

**IPAD AVIATION ACCESSORY KITS**
This affordable accessories kit contains products you will need to start using your iPad in the cockpit. Our kit includes a Dual Universal XGPS150 receiver, a Genesis iPad nylon kneeboard and case, and a Lonestar 2 amp 12V/24V charger. We supply a premium charger which charges iPads, iPhones, iPods, etc even during heavy use.

IPad 1 Kit .................................. P/N 11-10452 ................. $180.40
IPad 2 Kit .................................. P/N 11-10453 ................. $175.85

---

**EPILOW™**
Comfortable: Use your iPad or Touch Screen Tablet comfortably anywhere, anytime, even sitting in bed or on the couch. With ePillow, you won’t get tired of holding your tablet and it’s perfect for reading or watching movies with a friend. Convenient: Whether you want to play a game or do some typing, ePillow has you covered. ePillow has an adjustable viewing angle that fits your tablet in both portrait and landscape modes. Portable: Great for use on the go. ePillow will make using your iPad or Touch Screen Tablet comfortable in any environment. ePillow is perfect for travel whether flying or driving. Most tablets fit the ePillow with or without a case. ePillow works with: iPad 1 and 2, Samsung Galaxy Tab, Motorola Xoom, Acer Iconia A500 Tab, LG Optimus Pad, HP Touchpad, Android Toughbook Tab, Sony Tab S, Asus Transformer Prime, iPad, and even books!

P/N 13-11567 .................................. $28.95

**IPAD PLC SLIM EX BAG**
The MyGo Flight iPad PLC Slim EX Bag’s soft, durable and water-resistant fabric protects and cushions your iPad. Small enough to fit inside your regular carrying case, but tough enough to use by itself. Heavy duty, comfortable strap to carry by hand. Large front exterior pocket for AC adapter and other accessories. Size: 12” W x 8.75” H x 2” D.

P/N 13-11324 ................. $29.00
P/N 13-11325 ................. $7.65

**IPAD ANTI-GLARE SCREEN PROTECTOR**
Protect your iPad 2 from scratches and reduce glare with the MyGoFlight Screen Protector. Easy to apply and does not add any image distortion. Retains smooth feel to the touch.

NOTE: Not compatible for the iPad 3 and iPad 2.

P/N 13-11323 ................. $24.90

**AIRGIZMOS IPAD PANEL DOCK**
(Generations 1, 2, & 3)
If you need to mount your iPad in your plane this might be the solution you are looking for. The base mount is designed to be screwed to a panel using a standard instrument mounting holes. The iPad snaps in and is held securely.

P/N 11-10830 ................. $98.50

**MYGOFLIGHT SCREEN CLEANING KIT**
This Screen Cleaner Kit is a special glass wax used to clean and protect the screen of your iPad. It can also be used on other glass surfaces such as eye and sun glasses, computer monitors, and aircraft avionics. It includes microfiber cloth and a special glass wax formulated to remove fingerprints and leave a layer of protection from dust. Kit includes: Glass Wax, and Microfiber Cloth.

P/N 13-10427 ................. $9.50

**MONORAIL IPAD MOUNTS**
Monorail iPad Mount. This mount naturally displays the iPad in either a deployed or stowed position with one-hand tension control and multi-directional adjustability. Available for the iPad II and iPad III with long and short arm options. iPad not included. iPad II Short Arm .................................. P/N 13-12353 ................. $178.75
iPad II Long Arm .................................. P/N 13-12362 ................. $182.75
iPad III Short Arm .................................. P/N 13-12363 ................. $182.75
iPad III Long Arm .................................. P/N 13-12364 ................. $182.75

**POWER IBOX FOR IPAD2**
Power Ibox fits like a second skin for the iPad2 all the while providing protection and power without adding bulk. Equipped with an 8,000mAh lithium polymer battery, the Power Ibox packs enough charge to double iPad2’s battery life. Its low profile casing provides durable protection against drops or mishaps while its silver finish and stylish design adds personality to the iPad2. iPad2 Not Included.

P/N 13-11684 ................. $129.99